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How has C19 changed the trends?

1. Episodic content production will continue to surge in volume through 
2023, driven by Netflix, Amazon, Disney+, Apple, Warner Media Group 
and Hulu

2. High quality content will continue to drive increasing spend on VFX 
with major features & episodics leading the charge

3. The drive to public cloud resources (compute, storage and the 
application layer) will accelerate towards “cloud-first workflows”

4. Improving connectivity speeds combined with affordable tools will 
yield a revolution in the distributed workforce

5. Free lance labor trends will accelerate the deconstruction of the 
employer relationship in post production and VFX

6. An expanding volume of small productions and freelance professionals 
will accelerate individual file transfer requirements

7. Self-reliant productions will trend away from corporate admin and the 
“data wrangler” at all levels (i.e. Slack), accelerating death of the 
enterprise software model 

8. Advertising spend will continue grow despite upheaval in the industry

Net Impact on Changes:
1. Brief hiatus in production March to June, but an 

acceleration of the production trend as streaming is 
now the most lucrative channel for distribution 
studios.

2. VFX trend continues, but with remote (VDI) and 
cloud (virtual workstation) workflows accelerating.

3. Cloud adoption continues, driven by  virtual 
workstation but does not accelerate until “critical 
review” output is solved and economics are 
comparable to VDI (remote).

4. This accelerates to the point where creatives and 
execs have either 2 home connections or a 
“business grade” connection to WFH.

5. Freelance labor only accelerates as the industry 
that was on hiatus recovers.

6. The need to share deliverables with tools that work 
from home becomes critical.

8. Ad spend accelerates as the economy returns to its 
former velocity.

9. The new trend to watch - 
virtual production



Studios / Productions
1. Increased volume of high quality productions will continue to drive competition for 

creative talent, combined with a need to leverage tax efficient locations, requiring the 
ability to work securely with more partners / vendors across the globe.

2. Teams must develop/improve their cloud-based workflows, leveraging next generation 
tools that can meet the speed, security and cost requirements for creatives spread 
across town and around the world, working together in real-time

3. ‘Cloud-first” workflows will arrive as egress economics change, allowing for ingestion of  
camera RAW directly into the cloud, with workflows emanating from there.

KEY TAKEAWAYS



Post / VFX Houses
1. Increased volume of work will be offset by increased competition from talent based 

around the media production world, driven by boutique firms that can leverage virtual 
workstations, cloud-based workflows, and real-time remote collaboration to deliver 
high-quality work, faster and at lower cost.

2. Established players need to build muscle memory with next generation tools  and build 
security into the workflows that allow more freelance labor to impact deliverables from 
small, satellite offices and shared workspace locations.

3. The economics which continue to reduce barriers to entry in the post and VFX markets 
will also reduce capital expenditure requirements, fixed labor costs and large office 
leases, which will improve operational cash flow for established players.

KEY TAKEAWAYS



● Netflix committed to $13B in new content 
production in 2018, consisting of 200 TV series 
and 80 movies

● Amazon embarked upon $5B in production value in 
2018, increasing from 2019-2022

● Apple has similarly promised massive investment 
into the original content production

● Disney+ also touted its planned investment in 
HDR-focused content

● All requiring more productions in tax friendly 
regions (UK, Atlanta, Canada, ANZ)

● The episodic surge is likely to flatten or reduce 
spend on mid-sized features

● Driving post production to a 7% CAGR over the 
5-year period

● Sohonet blog 

1. EPISODIC CONTENT PRODUCTION WILL CONTINUE TO SURGE

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/netflix-amazon-double-originals-catalog-1146802
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/315055/amazon-expected-to-spend-5-billion-on-video-conte.html
https://observer.com/2018/08/apple-original-tv-shows-list-steven-spielberg-oprah-winfrey-reese-witherspoon/
https://www.digitaltrends.com/movies/disney-plus-streaming-service-news/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/global-post-production-market-2019-134500992.html
https://www.sohonet.com/2019/06/27/unprecedented-content-production-demand/


● For the last 10 years, there has been a steady expansion in 

the expenditure in content production on VFX for all content 

types (42% of major feature budgets are spent on VFX)

● The expansion of VFX is more readily apparent in high 

quality episodic for streaming platforms

● Pre-viz spend is being pulled into the VFX pipeline of spend

● VFX requires intense compute & storage and is driving quickly 

to cloud workflows

● Regional tax credits and global talent pools result in a further 

need for remote collaboration

Sohonet blog

CONTENT PRODUCTION WILL CONTINUE TO RELY HEAVILY ON VFX2.

https://www.sohonet.com/2019/05/23/golden-age-of-episodics/


3. PRODUCTION AND VFX SPEND GROWTH DRIVE CLOUD ADOPTION

● VFX rendering has led the industry to the cloud over 

the last 4 years for “peak” compute challenges

● New entrants in VFX are building entire TV shows, 

commercials and even movies from cloud resources 

with zero on-prem compute/storage

● Cloud storage economics are rapidly evolving, 

shifting how data gravity effects cost 

effectiveness of ‘cloud-first workflows’

● Virtual desktop will drive the next wave of transport 

requirements to/from the cloud, compounded by 

cloud-based SaaS applications (i.e. cloud instances 

of Avid, Adobe, Maya, Nuke, etc)

● Sohonet blog

AWS revenues grew 
31% in 2019 to 

$7.3B

https://www.sohonet.com/2019/07/18/rebuilding-post-production-in-the-cloud/


REVOLUTION IN DISTRIBUTED WORKFORCE4.
● The capability between large offices locations has 

expanded > 50% annually 

● The next wave of distributed teams will be enabled by 

recent massive investment in enterprise collaboration 

tools (Zoom/BlueJeans, Google Docs, Slack) and network 

infrastructure enabling:

- a drive to smaller satellite offices spread across larger 
metros

- a trend to opening to production / post offices in smaller 
metros

- more freelancers working at WeWork / Soho Works 
and the ‘home office’

Sohonet blog

Fixed broadband speeds increased 26% in 2018
Average consumer speeds now at a level to 
facilitate real-time workflows for broadcast 

quality review & approve

https://www.sohonet.com/2019/08/01/distributed-workforce/


5. DECONSTRUCTION OF THE EMPLOYER RELATIONSHIP

● ~800k estimated freelance video professionals in NA and Western 
Europe

● Freelancers make up 35% of US workforce while 50% of the UK 
workforce could be self-employed by 2020

● Media has been one of the fastest growing freelance sectors, with the 
impact to date on content productions teams and the advertising 
post & editorial communities

● The line between freelancer and employee will continue to blur as 
assignments average longer, more post and VFX houses engage 
freelancers as an ongoing resource vs. peak demand only and the 
“federated ID” is solved

● Freelancers who have high-demand skills will be able to “name their 
price” similar to today’s colorists & editors

● More organizations will create “shared” workforce inventories to 
reactive quickly to customer needs 

● Sohonet blog

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/Heres-why-freelancers-are-in-great-demand/articleshow/54532095.cms
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonyounger/2019/03/20/joining-the-freelance-revolution-lessons-learned-from-mbo-partners/#1090eb49cf29
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonyounger/2019/03/20/joining-the-freelance-revolution-lessons-learned-from-mbo-partners/#1090eb49cf29
https://www.sohonet.com/2019/10/10/ahead-of-the-trends-the-meteoric-rise-of-the-freelancer-in-the-media-industry/


THE CONTINUED EXPLOSION OF FILE TRANSFER AT AN INDIVIDUAL 
CREATIVE LEVEL6.

● The past 10 years of large file transfers were 

enabled by enterprise level servers, 

applications and “IT data wranglers”

● The explosion of content production, ascendency 

of personal file transfer tools and mass 

deployment of file syncing tools put the 

capability into the hands of the team 

members at every level

● Combined with the trends toward distributed 
work teams and the death of enterprise 

software, this market expansion will continue 

to accelerate

Sohonet blog

https://www.sohonet.com/2019/09/19/ahead-of-the-trends-the-explosion-of-media-file-transfers/


THE DEATH OF THE ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE MODEL7.
● Software delivery has been evolving over 3 

axes for 10+ years:

- SaaS vs. on premises servers & licenses

- Reduced complexity / singular focus vs. all 

encompassing modules

- Distributed team admin vs. enterprise 

administration

● This will drive changes in the way teams 

consume cloud resources and applications, will 

accelerate remote collaboration 

capabilities and result in more distributed 

teams

● Sohonet blog

https://www.sohonet.com/2019/08/27/the-move-from-enterprise-software-to-services/


8. AD SPEND ON VIDEO CONTINUES TO GROW DESPITE UPHEAVAL

● The video ad industry has been going through a massive transition in 

formats, channels, and production costs

● Spend continues to expand, growing at a 21% CAGR, while spend on 

individual ads shrinks

● Video retains the highest value, but productions must increasingly 

support many channels (broadcast, cable, OTT, Facebook, 

YouTube, SnapChat)

● Small boutique shops are everywhere challenging the hegemony of 

previous industry conglomerate titans

● 200+ members of AICP each complete more than 50 ad production 

spots per year, 65% of which were produced in CA & NY by an 

average of 22 employees

● Sohonet blog

https://www.sohonet.com/2019/06/13/ahead-of-the-trends-advertising/


PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR CREATIVES
● Producers.

With roughly ⅓ of production costs coming from travel, seek to offset rising VFX spend 
by forcing more of the creative work to be led from talented creatives s that are already 
located in the tax-efficient markets.  Build confidence in real-time remote collaboration, 
allowing directors, post and vfx supervisors and studio executives to work together from 
where they live, reducing costs and improving speed and agility.

● Directors.
Experiment with a “virtual video village”, where the editor and his team are working in 
real-time from their home market, while post and vfx teams are working from theirs (in 
tax efficient locations).

● Editors.
Build out your personal capabilities on cloud-based workflows, developing a feel for 
SaaS tools that meet your creative requirements, but allow you to share output in 
real-time with the production creatives on location.

● Post supervisors.  
Experiment with the tools that allow your vendors to leverage work across geographies, 
improving speed and reducing costs without sacrificing security or quality.

● VFX supervisors.
Press your vendors to deliver real-time review sessions from their location to yours with 
creative approvals taking place daily, reducing shot rework and lost time.

 



PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR TECHNOLOGISTS
New creative workflows have to be the result of evolution, not revolution, but without a roadmap the only 
destination your team will reach is confusion or inertia.

● Experiment.
Leverage down-time to identify potential solutions for virtual workstations, cloud 
storage, cloud rendering and transcoding, real-time review & approve tools, and 
democratized collaboration and file sharing.

● Develop.
Test preferred tools at scale (25 creatives vs. 1), distance (from LA to London or Sydney), 
and agility (quickly increasing capacity when and where required) while keeping an eye on 
total cost of ownership and cash flow friendliness.

● Refine.
Continue to tweak and adjust new tools and workflows to improve speed and agility while 
reducing costs.

● Deploy.
Once a tool set or revised workflow is performing better than current best practices, push 
the tools into each new production opportunity and educate your creative community on 
why the changes are better and how they can best take advantage of them, publishing 
them as the new best practice.

 


